Thursday, 22 April 2021, 12:30 hrs:
The PUNCH4NFDI Consortium
“Quo vadis, PUNCHLunch seminar?”
PUNCHLunch past and future

Abstract:
This PUNCHLunch slot will be used for a general and open discussion about the past and future of the PUNCHLunch seminars.

We will review past seminars and their impact, and we will discuss future directions for the seminar: topics, organization, audience.

Everybody is invited to contribute to the discussion of this important building block of PUNCH4NFDI activities.

NOTE THE CHANGED CONNECTION DETAILS:
ZOOM Meeting “PUNCHLunch”: https://desy.zoom.us/j/95074800982
Webinar ID: 950 7480 0982, passcode: 708689

Next event:
Thursday, 6 May 2021, 12:30 hrs – topic to be confirmed.